Date Issued: June 14th, 2024

To: UC Berkeley Campus Community Affected by Access Interruption

TO RESPOND OR COMMENT ON THIS TEMPORARY ACCESS INTERRUPTION, PLEASE CONTACT THE PROJECT MANAGER IDENTIFIED BELOW.

Date of Interruption: Monday June 24th, 2024- January 2027

Type of Interruption: 24 hours

Type of Access Disrupted (See attached map)
- Partial Interruption
- Complete Interruption
- Digging: Yes

Reason for Interruption:
Installation of Perimeter fencing and barricades for campus safety around active construction site.

Location:
Main Construction Site: South East Corner of Gayley and University Drive (aka East Gate), Laydown Areas: West of Evans, West of Substation 6.

Additional Details:
Installation of Perimeter fencing and barricades will cause brief interruptions at isolated locations, and can be paused to allow for the passage of large vehicular traffic if necessary.

Requested by (sign) 

Distribution for Informational Purposes:
1. capi@lists.berkeley.edu
2. DisPersonContacted
3. PlantConstruction
4. IST/CNS /bIT cns-projects@berkeley.edu
5. FS Customer Service ppcs_ai@lists.berkeley.edu
6. Gilman Hall
7. Gilman Hall
8. Donner Lab
9. Donner Lab
10. Chou Hall
11. Lewis Hall
12. Pimentel Hall
13. Pimentel Hall
14. Hildebrand Hall
15. Gilman Hall
16. Gilman Hall
17. Hearst Memorial Mining
18. Hearst Memorial Mining
19. Donner Lab
20. Donner Lab
21. Donner Lab
22. Greek Theater
23. Greek Theater
24. Greek Theater
25. Bowles Hall
26. Maxwell Family Field
27. Chou Hall
28. Lewis Hall
29. Pimentel Hall
30. Hearst Memorial Mining
31. Capital Projects Parking Coordinator
32. FS Customer Service
33. Campus Public
34. Disability Access Compliance
35. Parking & Transportation
36. Parking & Transportation
37. Campus Fire Marshal
38. BT/CUNS 5th Floor

Updated September 2023
Lay-down Areas

Project Site

Laydown Areas
Dates indicate the fencing/barricade timing of installation activity. Once enclosed these areas will be inaccessible to the campus community until 2027.

Heathcock Hall

project no: 12768A
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